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About of the society 
The convener of the meeting Mr. B. C. Sarkar with a great interest, subject pollution free for is the principal theme either social or 

environmental we do feel very need everywhere of our country. Society is a picture of total some behaviors of individual to 

individual of present atmosphere a dynamic process of roles of souls interdependent. Thus, social abuses like physical wants, 

ignorance, diseases, squalor, idleness must be removed from our society . The Govt. has been implementing of getropha 

cultivation or other devices for wide spread to remove the causes of pollutions either air water, soil or the abuses of our society 

that the biodiesel using of machines in various works, bio fertilizers on crops field must be widely used all over the country 

creating for well being to the mass people mainly in health hygienic purposes , even the circulation of the Indian Govt. with the 

activities of the all Assam Science Society would assist in this field . Thus, the local auspicious people feel a strong need of a 

developed working community organization on BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION , MAN MAKING & SOCIETY MAKING for i.e. 

well being , unemployment problem solving, help to the disable persons, mental health, social abuses are the main barriers from 

developing of our country, side by side education ,training,business, games and sports and recreational activities are also 

acceptable with earning of money by plantation, scientific ways of agro development to the farmers ; neighbors’ quarrel or 

Domestic Violence Protection Act 2005, for social peaceful living lives. Education, Environmental Training, Biodiversity Ecological, 

Cultural & Community development, scholarship to the learners etc. are the main activities to collaborate hand to   hands for 

global brother hoods that S.C ,S.T, O.B.C. Minority members of the Biodiversity Welfare Society (NEA) India Assam Bijni 

3 would work from the level best is our motto to form this BIODIVERSITY WELFARE SOCIETY on 11-11 2006 . at Bijni Harichad 

Chatrabash (Dr.B.R.Ambetkar Hall). Remarkable that our Welfare Society conducting a studies centre on Wild Life and 

Environmental and a mission of plantation programme, various SOCIAL   WELFARE awareness activities with, is known 

as VISUAL FAMILY PLANTATION mainly of GAMARY, KADAM etc. with applying of bio fertilizer only as well as modifying 

cultivated soil for more production, furthers employment facilities to the retarded personnel, juveniles as the SOCIO ECONOMIC 

benefit & SOCIALWELFARE SERVICES would have to do all over our country. 
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VISUAL FAMILY PLANTATION (GAMARI) 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OUR PRESENTATION- 

 Project “VISUAL FAMILY PLANTATION” of 600 Bighas, more than 1 

lakh Gamari trees to the owner of beneficiaries nos. 400 family of farmers 

are highly satisfied acquiring 10 to 20 lakhs earning of money where as 30 

to 40 lakhs earning future money per bigha to the owner of planters. 

 
OUR REQUIRMENT- 

  Targets families 5 thousand within 10 years feeling their need to be 

established dairy, piggy and fishery to the interested each family subject 

Biodiversity Safeguard Establishment globally, man making and society 

making for……. 
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